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Abstract
Misinformation about vaccines on social media is a growing concern among healthcare professionals, medical experts, and researchers. Although such concerns often relate to the total sum of information flows generated online by many groups of stakeholders, vaccination controversies tend to vary across time, place, and the vaccine at issue. We studied content generated by administrators on three Facebook pages in Denmark established to promote critical debate about Human Papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination. We developed a qualitative coding frame allowing us to analyze administrators’ posts in terms of prevalent topics and intertextual material incorporated by linking and sharing. We coded more than a third of the posts (n = 699) occurring in the period from November 2012, when the first page was founded, to May 2019. We found that the pages mainly addressed the reports of adverse events following HPV vaccination and the (perceived) inadequate response of healthcare systems. To construct their central message, the pages assembled different sources, mostly reporting from Danish news media, but also personal narratives, scientific information, political assertions, and more. We conclude that HPV vaccination assemblages such as these pages are heterogeneous and contextual. They are not uniform sites of vaccine criticism, but rather seem to respond to and exchange information and misinformation within the communication environment in which they are embedded.
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1. Introduction
Misinformation about vaccines is a widespread concern among researchers and healthcare professionals. The term misinformation usually means wrong or faulty information, and often the point of reference is scientific information. Medical authorities, expert groups, and individual researchers worry that vaccine misinformation flourishing in media environments may lead to vaccine hesitancy and ill-informed political or juridical decisions (e.g., Burki, 2019; Ghebreyesus, 2019; Larson, 2018). The affordances of the internet and social media enable users to contribute to the global flow of vaccine information in unprecedented ways, while building relations across geographical and institutional borders, forming shared narratives, and possibly affecting actions (Bucher & Helmond, 2017). The sources of vaccine misinformation on the web range from small, but often well-organized interest groups, which deliberately spread false information about vaccines, to well-meaning individuals who take it upon themselves to act as “nonprofessional risk communicators” (Kahan, 2017). Medical authorities around the
world are concerned about the total effects of such communicative efforts.

Partly in response to concerns over the intensification and diversification of vaccine information, scholars have advanced our understanding of online vaccine criticism. Some studies have focused on homepages and blogs (Bean, 2011; Kata, 2012; Moran, Lucas, Everhart, Morgan, & Prickett, 2016; Okuhara, Ishikawa, Okada, Kato, & Kiuchi, 2018; Ward, Peretti-Watel, Larson, Raude, & Verger, 2015; Wolfe, Sharp, & Lipsky, 2002). Others have analyzed vaccine-related content on popular social media platforms such as Twitter, Pinterest, YouTube, Instagram, and Facebook (see, for example, Basch & MacLean, 2019; Guidry, Carlyle, Messner, & Jin, 2015; Hoffman et al., 2019; Ma & Stahl, 2017; Schmidt, Zollo, Scala, Betsch, & Quattrociocchi, 2018; Smith & Graham, 2017; Tomeny, Vargo, & El-Toukhy, 2017; Yiannakoulia, Slavik, & Chase, 2019). Though concepts such as the ‘anti-vaccination movement’ and ‘anti-vaxxers’ are often evoked in the public and in academic debate, studies tend to show that vaccine-critical groups and individuals are in fact heterogeneous, and that the discourses they employ vary from one context to another (see also Ortiz, Smith, & Coyne-Beasley, 2019).

These findings underscore the importance of paying closer attention to the differentiated nature of vaccine-criticism and vaccine-critical information. In his study of the swine flu vaccine controversy in France, Ward (2016) concluded that a minority of critical groups and individuals mobilized against vaccination in general while most were only occasionally active and only critical of a given vaccine based on particular arguments. Ward’s (2016) study shows that the prevalence of concerns, topics, and discourses often rely upon the contextual nature of the communication environment in which vaccine controversies take place and therefore vary across time, geographical settings, and the vaccine(s) at issue (see also Leach & Fairhead, 2007). This means that cultural and political issues beyond vaccines themselves affect information and communication about vaccination (Kahan, 2017; Ward, Peretti-Watel, & Verger, 2016).

Kahan (2017) coined the notion of the vaccine communication environment to designate the “sum total of practices and cues that orient individuals in relation to what is known by science.” The vaccine communication environment is ‘safe’ as long as everyone communicating about vaccines recognizes what counts as best available scientific evidence about vaccine efficiency and safety. The environment becomes ‘polluted’ when information with no or little relevance to the scientific risk assessment is being introduced into the environment, thus making it more difficult for parents and others to discern what is known by science. In the US, the Human Papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine debate became polluted by terms such as the ‘promiscuity vaccine’ or the ‘virgin vaccine,’ which implied that the female-only vaccine would lead to increased and unprotected sex among vaccinated girls and young women. Kahan, Braman, Cohen, Gastil, and Slovic (2010) found that, as a result, cultural values affected people’s processing of scientific information about the vaccine.

We follow Ward (2016) in addressing the contextual nature of vaccine criticism as well as Kahan (2017) in trying to probe the conflation of scientific and non-scientific information in the vaccine communication environment. Thus, we are not interested in sorting information from misinformation. Rather, our aim is to study what we, inspired by Latour’s (2005) work on the assembling of the social, will refer to as ‘vaccine assemblages.’ In a multimodal communicative context such as social media, vaccine assemblages result from combining many pieces of information and different modes of communication about vaccination into a heterogeneous, shifting and contextual whole. Thus, vaccine assemblages relate to Leach and Fairhead’s (2007) concept of vaccine anxiety, which implies that streams of content on social media platforms, much like mothers’ talk about vaccination, assembles scientific information about vaccines, personal narratives related to vaccination, objective reporting, value assertions about healthcare, and much more. To study vaccine assemblages on Facebook, we identified three Facebook pages in Denmark established to facilitate and promote critical debate about the HPV vaccine. The content provided by pages such as these has been a particularly critical part of the Danish HPV vaccine communication environment, where scientific information provided by the health authorities met other types of information and other modes of communication from other sources.

2. Background

HPV is a group of common viruses, mainly transmitted through sexual contact. Some high-risk types, including HPV-16 and HPV-18, are known to cause cancers, such as cervical cancer. In 2007, a working group commissioned by The Danish Health Authority (Sundhedsstyrelsen) carried out a medical technology assessment. Based on available empirical evidence, they estimated that around 70% of all cervical cancer cases, accountable for approximately 175 deaths annually in Denmark, could be prevented by offering Danish girls the quadrivalent HPV vaccine Gardasil through the childhood immunization program (Sundhedsstyrelsen, 2007). The Danish parliament unanimously approved to introduce the vaccine by January 2009, targeting girls at the age of 12 years.

Within the first years after the introduction, the support for the HPV vaccination program in Denmark was relatively high compared to other developed countries (European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 2012). In 2013, however, the vaccine began to receive negative media coverage. First, a journalist on the broadsheet newspaper Politiken reported on possible conflicts of interest among some general practitioners who were receiving support from Sanofi Pasteur, the multinational pharmaceutical company involved in the manufacturing and promotion of Gardasil in Denmark. A few weeks later,
the same journalist wrote about a named girl suffering from a serious illness after receiving the second dose of the HPV vaccine. The journalist used Facebook to search for other girls with suspected adverse events, and the request soon circulated on Danish social media and blogosphere. Similar stories appeared in national and local media with girls, their families, and a few health professionals as sources (Smith, 2018; Suppli et al., 2018).

On March 26, 2015, the national public-service broadcaster TV2 screened the documentary The Vaccinated Girls—Sick and Betrayed. The documentary and subsequent news items revolved around 47 Danish girls suffering from headaches, cramps, syncope, and extreme fatigue. Some of them had been diagnosed with Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia Syndrome (POTS) or Complex Regional Pain Syndrome (CRPS). They all reported that the symptoms first appeared or significantly worsened following HPV vaccination. About 500,000 (out of a total population of 5.7 million in 2015) persons viewed the documentary, and it was widely discussed in the news and on social media. Suppli et al. (2018, p. 2) note that the documentary accelerated the negative coverage of the HPV vaccine, which “was followed by a marked decline in HPV-vaccination and an increased rate of reported suspected adverse events.”

Due to the increased amount of reporting on potential adverse events, the Danish Health Authority requested a review of HPV vaccines by the European Medicines Agency (EMA). In November 2015, EMA concluded that evidence did not support that HPV vaccines cause POTS or CRPS, and that reports about suspected adverse events after HPV vaccination were consistent with what would be expected in this demographic group (EMA, 2015). However, the EMA report did not bring the controversy to a close. The media continued to report cases of suspected adverse events, and the report became subject to debate about the evidential support of its claims. Around the same time as the publication of the EMA report, the free newspaper metroxpress initiated its critical HPV campaign that drew on information from groups supporting the afflicted girls and their families. The number of girls who received HPV-vaccination continued to decline.

In May 2017, the Danish Health Authority, in collaboration with the Danish Medical Association and the patient advocacy organization the Danish Cancer Society, launched the Stop HPV campaign. Consultant to the Society, Louise Hougaard Jakobsen, explained that “[much] of the debate about the HPV vaccine takes place on Facebook, and this is where many parents get their information” (as cited in World Health Organization, 2018).

The Stop HPV campaign generally received positive coverage. Most news media began cautioning against the decline in HPV vaccination uptake. Reporters, editors, and others blamed the 2015 TV2 documentary for excessive emotionalism and for failing to report the facts about HPV vaccination. Commentators from academia and the health authorities interpreted the whole HPV controversy in the light of fake news and the spread of misinformation on social media (Smith, 2018). In 2017 and 2018, HPV vaccination rates rose (Statens Serum Institut, 2019).

3. Materials and Methods

Facebook content seems to have played an important role in the HPV controversy in Denmark where the vaccine information environment became ‘polluted’ as news media and social media increasingly reported on adverse events following HPV vaccination that were not substantiated by scientific evidence. We were interested in studying content provided by vaccine-critical Facebook pages (henceforth pages). We, therefore, searched Facebook using search string such as ‘hpv,’ ‘hpv vaccine,’ and ‘hpv vaccine bivirkning’*’ (‘hpv vaccine adverse event’*). Based on the results, we identified the most popular HPV-critical pages in Denmark in terms of likes and followers. In the following sections, we present the three pages and our analytic approach.

3.1. Three Vaccine-Critical Groups and Their Pages

The three pages were established by the following social groups, which for the sake of brevity we will refer to as Group A, B, and C, and to their pages as Page A, B, and C (see list below). We last accessed the three pages in the middle of December 2019, when they were all still active. Here, some 5,900 Facebook users liked Page A, while Page B and C had around 8,100 and 1,800 likes, respectively.

- Group A: HPV Vaccine Info—Fighting for Fair Information about The HPV Vaccine (HPV Vaccine Info—Til kamp for retfærdig oplysning om HPV-vaccinen)
- Group B: HPV Update (HPV-update)
- Group C: The National Organization for Those Afflicted by HPV Adverse Events (Landsforeningen HPV-Bivirkningsramte)

Group A consists of an unknown number of “passionate writers,” who created the page in November 2012 (HPV Vaccine Info, 2020). Groups B and C are both patient support groups, established to support patients suspecting their symptoms to be caused by HPV vaccination. Group B is a special group under The Danish Association of the Physically Disabled, which is an NGO aiming to ensure equal rights and accessibility for persons with physical disabilities. Group C is an independent organization. Page B dates from November 2014, Page C from May 2015. Each of the three groups also hosted
their own website, and two of them were moderately active on other social media platforms such as Twitter and YouTube. We found that the groups’ Facebook pages were the most important channels for public outreach.

Group B considers themselves “neither for nor against the HPV vaccine” (HPV-update, 2017). The two others do not specify a particular attitude towards HPV vaccination. On their respective pages, the three groups provide information on critical issues related to HPV vaccination, and they are most often critical of the information provided by the health authorities and organizations in support of the vaccine.

3.2. Sampling Strategy

We accessed all posts on all three pages from November 2012 (when Page A was established) to May 2019 (when the activity level on Pages A and B had dropped to nearly zero). We collected information about the total number of monthly posts on all three pages and then decided to construct a sample corpus of about one-third of all posts. We wanted the number and distribution of posts in our sample corpus to be as representative of the full corpus of posts as possible. We also wanted to make sure that months with a low level of activity were represented in our sample corpus. So, we sampled for each month post number one, four, seven, etc. This resulted in a sample corpus consisting of 699 posts.

3.3. Qualitative Content Analysis

In order to collect systematic information about the content provided on the three pages, we chose to conduct a qualitative content analysis of all posts in our sample corpus. Following Schreier (2012), we constructed our coding frame around two main categories: topic and source. This frame nicely captured the two basic elements of posts, namely content authored by administrators (topic) and the optional linking to other sites on the internet or sharing of material from other sites (source). The full coding frame, including definitions and examples, is available by request from the authors.

We generated subcategories for the topic category in our coding frame through a data-driven, iterative process, relying on the interrelated strategies of summarization and subsumption (Schreier, 2012, p. 88). Reading the content of the posts, we first summarized the material by paraphrasing content in short sentences or keywords and then used the paraphrases to generate potential subcategory names. We subsumed different potential subcategories under one, if possible, to achieve the lowest number of operational subcategories that describe the material in fullest detail (see Table 1).

As regards to the source category, we employed a combined concept and data-driven strategy (Schreier, 2012, pp. 89–90). We relied on Fairclough’s (2003, pp. 47–55) notion of intertextuality to alert us to additional meanings generated by the presence of links to external sources in posts. Based on the material available in our sample corpus, we then operationalized intertextuality in our coding scheme by expanding the source category to include three main categories: language, linked items (for example, videos, images, tweets, or other Facebook posts), and source of information (namely the actors, i.e., a person, group, or organization that has authored or published the external source). Each of these categories has a number of subcategories (see Table 1).

It should be noted that posts often incorporated sources from more than one external platform. For practical reasons, we coded only one source per post in the following way: If a link was highlighted in the header of the post, we coded the highlighted link. If no link was highlighted, we coded the first link in the post (from top to bottom). Even if a post has no links, the post still may incorporate external items in another way, for example by sharing images or Facebook content from other profiles or pages, or by copy-pasting full-length texts or elements of texts from external sources. If this was the case, we located the original item and coded it in accordance with our categories.

### Table 1. Coding frame with categories and subcategories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Adverse events, effect of vaccine on cancer, healthcare system (local), healthcare system (national), healthcare system (international), vaccines in general, alternative healthcare, news media, political actors, no topic, no administrator content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Danish, English, Norwegian or Swedish, other, unknown or N/A, no external element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linked item</td>
<td>Website article, Facebook content, other social media content, audio or video, blog post, scientific publication, open letter or public statement (e.g., press release or reader’s letter), shared picture or meme, event, other, unknown, no external element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of information</td>
<td>Group’s own homepage, content provided by the two other groups in this study, Danish news media, non-Danish news media, other vaccine group, patient group, other organization or company, health authority or institution, journal, private person, other, unknown, no external element</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4. Reliability

For an initial assessment of the reliability of our topic category and the included subcategories, we compared it to categories found in previous studies of vaccine criticism online (Bean, 2011; Moran et al., 2016; Okuhara et al., 2018; Ward et al., 2015). We found what we think is a reasonable agreement between our subcategories and those employed in other studies.

We then constructed and assessed the reliability of our entire coding frame through an iterative process. Initially, all three authors discussed the coding frame and agreed on all subcategory names, definitions, and examples. Two authors then independently coded a random selection of around 10% of the 699 posts.

In order to validate our coding of the ‘language’ and the ‘source of information’ categories, where categories are disjoint, we used Cohen’s $\kappa$ to measure inter-coder reliability (Cohen, 1960). For the ‘linked item’ category, where posts occasionally were coded in more than one of the subcategories, which makes the risk of agreement by chance very low, we checked for agreement between coder and co-coder on all co-coded posts and, as a measure of inter-coder reliability, we calculated the percentage of agreement. For the ‘topic’ category, where posts could fall into one or more subcategories, we assessed the applicability and reproducibility of each of the suggested subcategories. We then compared coding results one by one via Cohen’s $\kappa$.

We aimed for inter-coder reliability indices above 0.8 as this is often considered to be acceptable (Lombard, Snyder-Duch, & Bracken, 2002). If we were unable to reach an acceptable agreement, we stabilized the coding frame by removing problematic subcategories or clarifying coding instructions. After the reliability of our categories and subcategories had been established, one author proceeded to code all remaining posts.

4. Results

4.1. Coding Frame

Our coding frame is, in principle, our first result (see Table 1). It defines what we believe are the most prevalent and thus most important categories and subcategories for analyzing content on the three pages.

4.2. Post Frequency

The frequency of posts per month is shown in Figure 1. The activity level differs greatly between pages and between months. Page A has 4.1 monthly posts on average, whereas the corresponding numbers for Page B and C are 10.0 and 21.1, respectively. The maximum numbers of

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

*Figure 1.* Frequency of posts from November 2012 to May 2019 with corresponding six month simple moving averages.

Note: Our count was last updated on December 13, 2019.
posts in a particular month are 23 posts for Page A in June 2013, 41 posts for Page B in May 2015 and 115 posts for Page C in November 2015. All three pages were most active in the first 1.5 years, and the activity level on all three pages reached a peak between six and eight months after their establishment. Moreover, local peaks in activity level on all pages often coincided with central events in the Danish HPV debate. Figure 1 has four peaks corresponding to important events in the Danish HPV controversy (cf. background above):

1. Summer of 2013 (Page A only): First media coverage of reported adverse events
2. April–May 2015: After the screening of “The Vaccinated Girls” on TV2
3. November 2015: Publication of the EMA report and critical HPV coverage in the free newspaper metrorxpress
4. May 2017: Launch of Stop HPV campaign

4.3. Topics

Our coding of topics featured in the content provided by administrators appears in Figure 2. The two most prominent topics on all three pages were adverse events following HPV vaccination and healthcare systems, which were also the prominent topics in the general public debate as described earlier (Amdisen, Kristensen, Rytter, Mølbak, & Valentiner-Branth, 2018; Suppli et al., 2018). Our results show that the three HPV vaccine-critical groups on their respective pages responded to the ongoing controversy by focusing on the safety of HPV vaccination (adverse events) and the actions of health authorities.

In Figure 2, the healthcare system subcategory subsumes the three levels of healthcare systems presented in Table 1. We can add that across all three pages the national healthcare system featured most frequently in the content provided by administrators. In particular, the three institutions that in 2017 were behind the Stop HPV campaign received most mentions, and, almost exclusively, administrators’ posts were critical of the campaign.

Figure 2 also shows important differences between the three pages. Compared to Page A, Page B and C had a more narrow focus on potential adverse events. The administrators on Page A more frequently posted content relating to the effect of HPV vaccination on cancer,

---

**Figure 2.** Relative frequencies of topics normalized by the frequency of ‘adverse events’ (1.0) for each page. Notes: The healthcare systems category in this figure subsumes the three levels in the healthcare system subcategory presented in Table 1 (local, national, and international). We explain the high rate of ‘no topic’ posts on Page C by the fact that posts may refer to more than one topic, and lengthy posts therefore tend to produce more topics in the coding process compared to shorter ones. Page C posts tended to be shorter compared to posts on Page A and B, and shorter posts tended to be topicless.
vaccines in general, alternative healthcare, and the news media. We would explain this observation by the fact that Page A was administered by a group of writers more broadly interested in many topics relating to HPV vaccination, whereas Page B and C belonged to patient groups. Relatively few posts pertained to vaccines in general or to alternative treatments. News media and political actors, i.e., institutions or individuals that have some measure of political power or authority when it comes to policymaking, also featured relatively infrequently in the content provided by administrators. So did the effect of HPV vaccines on cancers associated with HPV, most typically cervical cancer. The administrators of Page A, however, did cover this topic about 40% of the times they mentioned adverse events. All of their comments on the effects of HPV vaccines were skeptical about studies or comments indicating that HPV vaccination would tend to decrease the number of new cervical cancer cases.

4.4. Intertextuality on Page A

The administrators of Page A, in their posts from November 2012 to June 2013, most frequently provided links to international news media (see Figure 3). Some of these links referred to national news outlets such as CNN (primarily USA) or the Australian tabloid media The Daily Telegraph. Others, more typically, shared material from media with a more limited circulation. For example, one post on Page A shared an article from Idaho Mountain Express, headlined “HPV vaccine is not the right solution,” while other posts linked to American right-wing news outlets such as Alex Jones’ Prison Planet and USA.RightWingAmerica, known to publish anti-vaccination material. In addition, media outlets advocating ‘natural’ alternatives to conventional healthcare such as the website Natural News recurred as a source of information on the page in its early stages.

However, the international element was not a stable feature of Page A’s information stream. During 2013, links to Danish news media began to dominate. The linked news items included stories about individual concerns over the safety of the vaccine with headlines such as “Simone received the HPV vaccine: I feel pain every single day,” and “Rebecca wanted to protect herself against cancer: Crippled by the vaccine.” Yet, the administrators also found a reason to criticize media coverage. A post from late June 2013 contained a collage of media headlines, all of which referred to the HPV vaccine as a “cervical cancer vaccine” (HPV Vaccine Info, 2013a, authors’ translation). The administrators supplied the collage with a red-letter stamp stating “it is not a vaccine against cancer” (HPV Vaccine Info, 2013a, authors’ trans-
lation), and suggested that the media coverage was misinformation staged by the Danish Cancer Society.

From 2014 onwards, the posts on Page A almost exclusively linked to articles published by Group A on its homepage. These posts served as short introductions to Group A’s own information and often provided sensational or curious headlines such as “Gardasil will be the biggest medical scandal in history” (April 2014, authors’ translation) and “The Cancer Society’s dirty secret” (December 2015, authors’ translation). Group A’s articles on their homepage often were lengthy comments on topics of current interest, including recent events, news stories, research articles, or stakeholders’ statements in the ongoing debate. In particular, Group A’s writers were adamant about the role of the Danish Cancer Society in promoting HPV vaccination, more often than not insinuating that the Society conspired with pharmaceutical companies and the health authorities. One of the tags on Group A’s homepage was “misinformation from the Cancer Society.”

Group A was originally established because of alleged censorship on the Danish Cancer Society’s Facebook pages (HPV Vaccine Info, 2020). Whether this is directly connected to the fact that the administrators of Page A seemed particularly concerned with exposing conflicts of interest in the established healthcare system, locally, nationally, and internationally, we, of course, cannot say for sure.

However, we did find that the dominant topic of the administrators’ supplementary text in posts was healthcare systems. The national healthcare system featured in 33.3% of all posts, and the international health care system in 26.2%. The administrators often expressed general mistrust of key actors in Danish healthcare, such as The Danish Health Authority, The State Serum Institute (Statens Serum Institut), and general practitioners, and often hinted at possible conflicts of interest due to close ties to international pharmaceutical companies. In September 2013, the administrators compiled a list of Danish news items about possible conflicts of interests, and the administrators remarked: “It is difficult to have faith in the system in Denmark. There are numerous examples of the industry influencing every corner of it” (HPV Vaccine Info, 2013b, authors’ translation).

4.5. Intertextuality on Page B

Page B most frequently used Danish media as sources (see Figure 4). Established as a platform for public outreach for a group of patients seeking to gain recognition of symptoms that they associate with HPV vaccination, Page B provided meta-coverage of the ongoing debate, with emphasis on political issues. The linked items generally served to promote the claim that the politicians and healthcare actors were not paying enough attention to this problem nor responding appropriately to issues.

Figure 4. Sources of information on Page B until May 2019. Note: See also additional information in caption to Figure 3.
brought forth by patients. Headlines such as “Minister: We ought not to forget the ill girls” (authors’ translation) and “HPV girls have to receive faster and better help” (authors’ translation) support this claim.

It thus makes sense to understand Page B not only as outreach but also as part of Group B’s struggle to obtain public visibility and political representation. This is perhaps most clearly seen in the ‘we’ that the administrators often used in their accompanying text to indicate that they are speaking on behalf of many patients. They expressed an urgent wish for better treatments, more research on the relation between their symptoms and HPV vaccination, increased visibility, and dialogue with politicians. Many posts, particularly in 2015 and early 2016, dealt with Group B’s work to attain these goals. In May 2015, for example, administrators reported on the audience of Group B representatives with the Danish parliament’s health care committee. Other posts shared news items with reporters interviewing Group B spokespeople.

Posts on Page B tied political issues to ontological and epistemological questions regarding the scale, frequency, and cause of the symptoms of Group B’s patients. These questions were particularly prominent in the period after November 2015, where first the EMA report appeared and soon after other epidemiological studies on the relation between HPV vaccination and symptoms affiliated with other medical conditions such as Chronic Fatigue Syndrome/Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (CFS/ME), POTS, and CRPS (Arbyn, Xu, Simoens, & Martin-Hirsch, 2018; EMA, 2015; Feiring et al., 2017).

The administrators repeatedly challenged the scientific results by stating that the epidemiological and clinical studies were unable to take into account the life-worlds of real patients. In September 2017, the page shared a link to the Med Science Research website, which claimed that “[t]here are thousands of scientific studies in the medical literature on the dangers of vaccine” (Med Science Research, 2017). The link referred to a series of studies, mainly case studies, reporting on individuals who have all experienced symptoms after HPV vaccination with Gardasil. By such means, the page refuted a pure epidemiological framing of the controversy and persisted instead to the promoting of research that aimed to explain the bodily experiences of individuals.

4.6. Intertextuality on Page C

Administered by representatives of the same patient group as Page B, Page C has some of the same features, including repeated links to media stories regarding the safety of the vaccine (see Figure 5). Compared to Page B, however, we observed that Page C more consistently incorporated personal stories of individual persons suffering from suspected adverse events. We are able to support this observation by noting that there were substan-
for example, more than half of the posts referred to national healthcare actors such as the Danish Health Authority, the Danish Medicines Agency, or the Danish Cancer Society. These posts were often explicit in their critique of the established healthcare system and in positioning the community of the afflicted in opposition to the healthcare system.

From September 2017 and onwards, the administrators captured the oppositional stance of the community by adding this message to almost all posts:

We are not supported by the pharmaceutical industry, so with a budget of 1/1000 of what The Cancer Society and the National Board of Health spend on their propaganda program, we are engaged in an uneven fight for equity for our many seriously ill young persons. (Landsforeningen Hpv-bivirkningsramte, 2017, authors’ translation)

Like Page B administrators, Page C administrators used ‘we’ to build a separate identity for the afflicted. The notion of “an uneven fight for equity” suggests that ‘we’ are in a disadvantageous position compared to others with more resources and more impact (Landsforeningen Hpv-bivirkningsramte, 2017, authors’ translation). There is also the implied corollary that the ‘others’ intentionally wanted to oppress or silence ‘us.’ “This lack of debate and focus on the many young people invalidated after their injection of Gardasil seems to be the greatest collective societal betrayal in newer time” (Landsforeningen Hpv-bivirkningsramte, 2018, authors’ translation), the administrators lamented in January 2018.

5. Conclusion

We have explored how three Danish Facebook pages dedicated to critical debate about HPV vaccination assemble different topics and sources. The three pages have ranked among the most prominent and most active social media sites in the Danish HPV controversy from 2012 to 2019. We find that they all form a complex and shifting assemblage of information, assertions, expressions of community, and more. Our results are limited to topics and sources that appeared on the administrators’ posts in the context of the ongoing controversy where media attention to HPV vaccination was relatively high. We were not able to address visitors’ comments in order to see how they entered into the assemblage, nor have we been able to gain access to the administrators to hear about their motives. Such topics might be of interest for further studies.

Our most important specific findings include:

• All three pages focused on adverse events following HPV vaccination and the national healthcare system. The administrators across all three pages agreed that there was—a connection between HPV vaccination and the appearance or worsen-
What the list above shows is that making HPV vaccine assemblages can be a daunting task. It proceeds from the premise that HPV vaccination is a moving target that can be approached from many perspectives and not only based on scientific knowledge. With their intimate relationship with the public debate that goes on in the traditional news media, the HPV vaccine assemblages that we have studied were contextual and contingent in nature. In the early stages of the controversy, we found a near-symbiotic relationship with the news media’s reporting of new cases of adverse events following HPV vaccination. In the later stages where the news media focused more narrowly on the community of patients that felt betrayed by politicians, the media, and the healthcare system.

As already mentioned, the concept of vaccine assemblages is the social media counterpart to ‘vaccine anxiety’ discussed by Leach and Fairhead (2007). They studied parents, mostly mothers, who weighed different kinds of information from different dimensions, scientific as well as personal, social, cultural, financial, and political information, to reach a final decision about whether to have one’s child vaccinated or not. We propose seeing the construction of HPV vaccine assemblages that was carried out on the three vaccine-critical pages as somewhat equivalent to this complex and anxious process of making up one’s mind. The information that appeared on the pages embraced all the dimensions mentioned by Leach and Fairhead (2007). As the assembling process continued, it became harder for visitors—and analysts—to take the different dimensions apart and assess them independently of each other. And if the pages were ‘taken apart’ in the sense that their different streams of information were sorted in analytic categories, then maybe also the meanings that they would convey to specific persons at a specific time and place were rendered obsolete.

The vaccine assemblages metaphor is also relevant to understanding the vaccine communication environment discussed by Kahan (2017). As Kahan (2017) observes, the vaccine communication environment is ‘protected’ unless other antagonistic discussions become associated with the vaccine in question. Unlike the HPV vaccination controversy in the United States where strong opinions about teenage sexuality ‘polluted’ the debate, the Danish controversy brought together uncertainties over HPV vaccination safety and the proper treatment of medical conditions such as POTS, CRPS, and CFS/ME. Protecting the HPV vaccination environment in the Danish context, we believe, is not about designating certain vaccine assemblages as pollution, but rather of reassembling HPV vaccination in a way that addresses the sum total of what has become associated with the vaccine. In other words, protection and pollution are not neatly separated processes but rather different aspects of the process of building vaccine assemblages.

Vaccine criticism and misinformation on social media are growing concerns, and rightly so. How we address these issues depends on how we understand them. We contribute to our understanding of vaccine-critical pages by placing their criticism firmly in the national context in which it occurs and by portraying the patchwork of online vaccination criticism as vaccine assemblages. The three pages, as we have already indicated, thrived on media attention to HPV vaccination, combining found bits and pieces from the media debate with other sources to form complex and fluid assemblages around adverse events and the health care system (perceived as failed and corrupt). Vaccine assemblages reflect, but also affect the debate. What really counts for vaccine assemblages is not so much getting the scientific facts about HPV vaccination straight but gaining recognition, getting fair treatment, expressing doubts and anxieties, making value assertions, exposing conflicts of interest in the medical establishment, and much more.
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